
May 6, 2009 
 
 
 
Mr. Ralph Schell 
Director of Community Resources Department and Open Space  
700 Jefferson County Parkway  
Golden, CO 80401 
 
Subject:   Revising Language of JCOS Yielding Regulations 
 
Dear Mr. Schell, 
 
COMBA serves as a strong advocacy voice for Front Range mountain bikers and are proud to share the 
same core values with JCOS:  to increase safety, and provide positive experiences for park visitors.    We 
understand that JCOS is currently reviewing and revising language of existing yielding regulations in 
response to the Court’s repeated dismissal of Failure to Yield Right of Way tickets and COMBA wishes to 
be part of that process.    
 
Our Concerns.  JCOS’ current yielding regulations present several concerns to the biking community: 
 
1) Posted signage does not communicate enforced policy [1]. 
2)  Bikes must pass at a walking speed, yet others are allowed to pass at faster speeds. 
3) Bikers are required not just to make, but to “establish communication,” making them responsible for 

a specific type of undefined two-way communication that is unrealistic and beyond their control. 
4)  The phrase “On your right/left” is forbidden, yet it is common and recommended communication on 

bike paths and in multi-use environments in Jefferson County [2]. 
5) Rangers are strictly enforcing regulations for minor infractions through subjective methods issuing 

citations in DEEP patrols.  DEEP Patrols are heavy-handed and obtrusive, and negatively affect the 
trail experience for all visitors. 

6) Regulations require bicyclists to “yield right-of-way to all other trail users regardless of trail width and 
condition.” 

7) User groups have no responsibility to grant right-of-way to others.  
 
Right-of-way has been defined elsewhere as “the right of one to proceed in a lawful manner in 
preference to another under such circumstances that direction, speed and proximity give rise to danger 
of collision unless one grants precedence to the other [3]”.  This understanding is in stark contrast to 
JCOS regulations that call for right-of-way concessions in every trail encounter, excluding trail width and 
condition as mitigating factors.   Additionally, it is not possible to yield to another party when travelling 
in the same direction at a faster pace.  In situations like this, the slower party regardless of mode must 
eventually grant right-of-way to allow free movement within parks.  These dynamics (passing vs. 
yielding) are not considered in current regulations. 
 
It is COMBA’s position that JCOS’ current yielding regulations are ambiguous and unfairly burdensome 
upon mountain bikers.   Furthermore, strict enforcement of these regulations increases conflict between 
visitors by setting unreasonable expectations, and discouraging cooperation between user groups.    
 

http://docs.google.com/Presentation?id=dhj2zhmd_74hdpk32cr
http://ci.golden.co.us/Page.asp?NavID=106
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BIKEPED/docs/bike_ped_statutes_2008.pdf


Recommendations for Improved Policy.  To meet JCOS’ goal of increasing safety and providing positive 
experiences for park visitors, COMBA asks that JCOS reconsider its yielding regulations and institute new, 
reasonable, and consistent postings, rules, and definitions that encourage safe and harmonious park 
interactions.    
 
1)  ALL VISITORS should be advised: 

 to EXPECT AND RESPECT other trail users; 

 to look behind and to the sides before changing course; 

 to move to the right when approached by other trail users; 

 to grant right-of-way as soon as it becomes safely possible; 

 to make a reasonable effort to establish communication before passing; 

 that headphone use impedes communication; 

 to pass safely and courteously at controlled speeds; 

 to pass at a safe distance not less than 3 feet (arm’s length), and yield right-of-way as defined by 
the yielding triangle with a complete stop when clearance is insufficient to do so;   

 to stop when encountering horses, and pass at a walking speed after permission has been given 
by the equestrian, dismounting from bikes upon request; 

 to exercise extreme caution when encountering children and animals. 
 (Existing park policies that utilize similar rules and standards:  [4] [5] [6]) 
 
2)  Fair, consistent and practical rules should be educated: 

 through the utilization of user-group organizations; 

 with increased and consistent visitor education at parks; 

 via ranger modeling behavior on mountain bike patrols; 

 and enforced through reasonable methods!  Law enforcement should be reserved and 
exercised as a serious response to unsafe and dangerous activities and visitors only.  Penalties 
might be made appropriate to the offense and aimed at behavior modification (i.e., community 
service by way of trail work or user group education assignments). 
 

3)   Thorough and precise tracking of conflicts will help JCOS solve real problems, in the right way.   The 
implementation of a Conflict Reports database will help discern serious problems from minor ones, 
uncover effective site-specific solutions that may exist, and allow open space managers and user 
groups to aim education and enforcement efforts appropriately.  Complainants should: 

 provide the exact date, time, and location on the trail where the conflict occurred; 

 fully describe their behavior in the negative interaction; 

 be asked to rate the seriousness of the event; 

 provide a clear description of the offending persons such as age, gender, description, clothing, 
activity, behavior, and other identifying characteristics.  This information will make it possible to 
better and fully understand conflict dynamics, and create effective and targeted solutions. 

 
Resources COMBA Can Provide in Support of Improved Policy.  COMBA recognizes that compromise 
and common courtesy on the parts of all users working together are necessary to maximize the 
opportunities for high-quality experiences.   COMBA can provide many resources toward improved JCOS 
policy that supports our shared goals including: 
 
- Establishing an educational program with the assistance of JCOS to teach new riders trail rules  
- Disseminating this program to bike shops for use in their group rides. 

http://www.fs.fed.us/conf/rec/multi-use-trail-info.htm
http://www.ebparks.org/parks/trails/california
http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dhj2zhmd_78gvgg2sf3


- Publishing JCOS policy and communications on our website and through our email network. 
- Providing volunteer trail education support. 
- Inviting JCOS Rangers to make presentations before meetings and group events. 
- Conducting Safety Days on the trail with presentations and workshops. 
- Hosting shared user group events to help diminish “us vs. them” mindsets. 
 
Where We Stand Today.  Today, mountain bikers likely represent the largest user group in JCOS, and 
cycling is becoming more popular every year.  JCOS yielding regulations were developed over a decade 
ago, and are illustrated in an educational video that does not realistically or accurately reflect current 
trail experiences.  The JCOS 2008 Master Plan tells us that: 
 

 “Jefferson County is projected to reach 550,046 residents in 2010 and … surveys indicate that 
trail-based recreation will continue to increase.” 

 “Growth is a top issue facing county residents and has important implications for Open Space …. 
affecting land management policies and altering the user experience at a park.” 

 “Personal electronic devices like MP3 players, cell phones and hand-held GPS units may enhance 
or distract from the outdoor experience, depending on your point of reference.” 

 
The need for JCOS to comprehensively revise its yielding regulations and create reasonable and more 
effective visitor policy is clear. 
 
The mountain bike community represents an enormous customer base for hundreds of Jefferson County 
businesses, as well as a resounding financial and volunteer resource to JCOS parks.   As a representative 
of the thousands of Jefferson County cyclists, residents, customers, and volunteers who cherish our 
multi-use parks, COMBA urges JCOS to revise outdated and ineffective regulations, and promote safety 
and improve park experiences for all visitors with new and improved management strategies. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of these ideas.  We look forward to working with you! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Michelle Beckman 
Director, Colorado Mountain Bike Association 
 
CC: Jefferson County District Attorney, 500 Jefferson County Parkway, Golden, CO 80401 


